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OVERVIEW

Web3 domain names make crypto user-friendly and have the potential
to underpin the next generation of multi-billion dollar businesses as 
Web2 domains did. 

However, few dedicated Web3 domain trading platforms exist, and users
lack the requisite tools to explore the full potential embedded in these
assets. 

NFT collectibles and art remain predominant in Web3, slowing the
adoption of domains and other unique digital assets.

We are addressing this market gap with Eternal Digital Assets (EDA)

• Distribution of top-level domains (TLDs) and domain 
names

• Exchange
• Renting
• Website Builder

We will also explore other product lines, including tokenizer solutions, 
NFT and tokenized assets trading, and more.



WHY 

ETERNAL DIGITAL 

ASSETS ?

We created Eternal Digital Assets to drive Web3 adoption. There are 
currently over 400 million cryptocurrency investors, with just 3.5 million 
domain names created. Current top-level domains (TLDs) in the Web3 
niche also fail to cover mainstream industries and are largely targeted 
toward crypto-native audiences. 

Eternal Digital Assets is changing the narrative by distributing premium 
TLDs such as .youtuber, .disrupt, .myname, .ourname, etc. EDA provides
a proprietary platform for users to trade, rent, and develop Web3 domain 
names. EDA will become a key market leader, promoting Web3 domains 
and facilitating the trading of these assets.



ETERNAL
DIGITAL ASSETS 

OVERVIEW

Eternal Digital Assets has launched a premier marketplace for Web3 
TLDs and domain names. We connect vendors with buyers through a 
user-friendly interface underpinned by smart contracts. The Web3 
domain niche now has its first dedicated marketplace, thus attracting 
new investors to the space.

Eternal Digital Assets believes in inclusion and will expand its product 
lines to support trading NFTs and other tokenized real-world assets. We 
will organize extremely rare NFT mints and drive value for the Web3 
economy through our suite of products.



EDA PLATFORM 
FEATURES

For All Users:

Marketplace: A clutter-free interface to buy and sell
Web3 TLDs and domain names from popular providers. 
Support for NFTs and tokenized assets. An all-in-one
marketplace for all your digital assets.

FIAT TO CRYPTO ON-RAMPS: Eternal Digital
Assets will provide users the option to convert fiat to crypto
for purchasing Web3 domains and TLDs.

Multi-Wallet Support: Users can log in to the 
EDA platform with the most popular wallet options, 
Metamask, Coinbase Wallet, and WalletConnect.



EDA PLATFORM 
FEATURES

For Vendors:

List single or bulk domains: List single or 
multiple domains in a few clicks. Define price parameters 
and custom requirements for each domain.

Manage buyer communication: Receive 
and manage buyer inquiries through an integrated chat 
solution on EDA.

Transaction Records: Review transaction 
history, profits calculations, and incoming orders, all on a 
user-friendly dashboard.



FEATURES 
CONTINUE

For Buyers:

Develop:Set up a property on your Web3 domain in 
record time with support from our highly experienced team.

Seamless purchases: Complete purchases in a 
few clicks and pay with either crypto or fiat.

Custom filters: Use custom filters and search
tools to browse

Broad inventory: Find an exhaustive listing of 
Web3 TLDs and domain names for your startup. Find hot 
potential domains to own before the Web3 boom.

Harness the full potential of 
your Web3 domains with EDA



项目分析

ECONOMICS

The project utilizes our native EDA token as a core component. Both
buyers and vendors require EDA to access varying benefits and
platform access.

Token Utility — The EDA token:

• Will be an accepted currency for buying and selling domains on the
marketplace

• Will initially be used to incentivize trading on the platform and 
encourage vendors to grow their TLD ecosystem

• Enable priority listing for vendors
• Provide users tiered access to exclusive and extremely rare NFT 

mints when EDA launches its novel NFT launchpad
• Will facilitate staking rewards.



tOKEN
DISTRIBUTION

Distribution

Total Supply - 750,000,000 EDA

58% — Community

19% — Investors

15% — Founding Team

8% — Treasury

Token Allocation: To be determined



tokenomICS

Burn mechanism: The EDA token will be deflationary. Eternal
Digital Assets spend a portion of the platform revenue (40%) on 
buyback and burns to reduce supply and strengthen EDA tokens.

Marketing: EDA will publicly share Treasury and marketing 
wallets as funds will be used for marketing campaigns and PR.



Thank You
The potential for Web3 domains and digital assets is significantly under-tapped for

the $1 trillion cryptocurrency market.

Eternal Digital Assets is here to drive Web3 adoption and bring immense value to
our backers.

partners

https://unstoppabledomains.com/?ref=4f4046defa8b48b
http://eternaldigitalassets.io/freename
https://coinfomania.com/


Contact us

www.eternaldigitalassets.io
www.topweb3domains.com

https://twitter.com/Eternal_Digital
https://t.me/eternal_digital_assets
https://www.facebook.com/EternalDigitalAssets
https://www.instagram.com/eternaldigitalassets
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eternal-digital-asset
https://www.pinterest.com/eternal_digital_assets/

